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Da, Yuwen, Dou, Qinglong, Liang, Chao. 2023 Sep. "Will Self-gifting of Streamers Hurt Unions? Analyzing the Union’s Compensation Mechanism for a Live Streaming Supply Chain". Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review. (A’) 177, 103230. Abstract: As an emerging online media for entertainment and social contact, live streaming already has a considerable market after its boom in recent years. On a live streaming platform, as content providers and the agents of providers, streamers and unions are the two most important roles on the supply side. Once streamers join a union, they will be paid according to the union’s compensation mechanism instead of directly paid by the platform. In practice, the union’s compensation mechanism usually contains a basic requirement for streamers’ proceeds, which may induce a specific self-gifting behavior among streamers when a streamer’s proceeds have not met
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the requirement, the streamer may donate to himself/herself to increase his/her income. An interesting question is how should the union respond to such speculation, stand by or prohibit it? This paper considers a Stackelberg game between a union and a mass of streamers. The union utilizes a typical compensation mechanism with a basic proceeds requirement, and streamers are heterogeneous in their abilities. Using a backward induction approach, we derive the streamers’ optimal decisions for a given compensation mechanism and then numerically optimize the union’s compensation parameters. Our analysis reveals that when the union’s compensation parameters meet certain conditions, some streamers will donate to themselves, and more low-ability streamers will join the union. We also interestingly find that self-gifting behavior never hurts the union under its optimal compensation mechanism. The union can avoid the self-gifting behavior of streamers or even make this behavior beneficial to itself by properly setting the parameters of the compensation mechanism in different cases. 
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Abstract: Researchers have long been interested in how owners affect firms’ corporate social responsibility (CSR) performance. However, owners face diverging ethical preferences between funding and potentially benefiting from their firms’ CSR performance. To better understand owners’ influence on firms’ CSR performance, we focus on ultimate controlling owners with the highest control rights over their firms. We theorize that ultimate controlling owners with more control rights have stronger motivations and greater decision-making power to promote firms’ CSR performance to demonstrate that they are responsible owners and gain legitimacy and goodwill from their stakeholders. Moreover, we explore how this positive relationship is strengthened when ultimate controlling owners and their firms share similar corporate names and receive increased financial analyst coverage, as these conditions increase the likelihood of gaining legitimacy and goodwill through their firms’ improved CSR performance. We test our theory using a sample of 852 publicly listed Chinese firms from 2008 to 2017. Our findings support our theoretical predictions and contribute to a more nuanced understanding of how differences in ownership structure and owner type associated with ultimate controlling owners shape their motives and power to affect CSR performance in their firms.
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Abstract: We use a survey of privately-owned enterprises spanning the years 2006–2014 and estimate effects of Worker Congresses on worker welfare outcomes. We find that Congresses by themselves had positive effects on all outcomes except for wages. Firms with both a Congress and a union had large and positive effects on all outcomes reflecting the sum of their separate individual effects, suggesting that they were not substitute institutions but were rather complementary in an additive fashion.
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Kwan, Ho Kwong. 2023. Prof. Ho Kwong Kwan's project "The Connotation, Cross-Level Influencing Mechanisms, and Impacts of Family Supportive Leadership: A Follow-Up Study” was rated as excellent by the Department of Management Science of the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC).
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